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ABSTRACT 
The United States Training and Employment Service 

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, has 
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the 
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB 
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning 
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form 
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger 
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard 
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population, 
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in 
terms of rrinimum qualifying scores for each of the significant 
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance. 
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in 
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental 
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with 
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in 
this report. A description of the validation sample is included. 
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STANDARDIZATION OF THE GENERAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY 
FOR

INSULATION-BLANKET MAKER 7-03.040 

B-367 S-110  

Summary 

Tho General Aptitude Test Battery, E-100211, was administerod during the period 
August 9 to August 13, 1956, to 55 Insulation-Blanket Makers 7-03.040 employed
by theH. I. Thompson Fiber Glass Company, Inglewood, California. The crite-
rion consistod of broad category supervisory ratings. On tho basis of mean 
scores, corrolations with tho criterion, job analysis data and their combined 
selective officiency, Aptitudes P-Form Porcoption, F-Fingor Dexterity and 
H-Manual Dexterity were selected for inclusion in the test norms. 

GATB Norms for Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.040 - B-367 

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum accoptablo scoro for oach 
aptitude included in tho tost norms for Insulation Blanket Maker 7-03.040. 

TABLE I 

Minimum Acceptable Scores on B-1001 end B-1002 for B-367 

B-1001 B-1002 

Minimum Acceptable Minimum AcceptableAptitudo Tests Aptitude Tosts 
Aptitudo Score Aptitude Score 

P CB-1-A 75 P Part 5 75 
CB-1-L Part 7 

F CB-1-0 80 F Part 11 75 
CB-1-P Part 12 

M CB-1-M 90 M Part 9 85 
CB-1-N Part 10 

Effoctiveness of Norms 

The data in Table IV indicate that 7 of the 13 poor workers, or 54 percent 
of thorn, did not achieve the minimum scores established as cutting scores on 
the rocommondod test norms. This shows that 54 porcont of the po6r workers 
would not have been hired if the recommended test norms had been used in the 
selection process. Moreover,.34 of the 40 workers who made qualifying test 
scores, or 85 percent, were good workers. 
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TECHNICAL REPORT 

I. Problem

This study was conducted to determine the best combination of aptitudes and 
minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for 
the occupation of Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.040. 

II. Sample

Tho GATB, 13-1002A, was administered during the period August 9 to August 13, 
1956 to a total sample of 56 workers (51 women and 5 men) employed as Insula-
tion-Blanket Maker 7-03.040 in the Hi-Temperature Department of the H. I. 
Thompson Company, Inglewood, California. This number ropresentod approxi-
mately 75 percent of the plant population employed as Insulation-Blanket 
Makers (12 men and 63 women). All of the workers in the sample had completed 
the necessary six-week training period. Ono fomalo worker was excluded from 
tho final sample because of her oxtremo nervousness during tho tooting period. 
Therefore, the final sample includes 55 workers (50 women and 5 mon). 

Workers are selected on the basis of a personal interview and are usually 
referred by the State Employmont Sorvico. The company prefers applicants 
botwoon the ages of 20 and 35, with 9 or 10 years of education and with ono 
year of oxperionco in a production shop. However, applicants betwoon tho 
ages of 20 and 45, with 7 or 8 years of education and no experienco aro 
accepted. 

Table II shows the moans, standard deviations, ranges, and Pearson product-
momont correlations (corroctod for broad categories) with the criterion for 
ago, education, and experience. 

TABLE II 

Moans (M), Standard Deviations (a), Ranges, and Pearson Product-Moment 
Correlations (Corrected for Broad Categories) with the 

Criterion (0r) for Age, Education, and Experionce 

Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.040 
N = 55 

M a. Range cr 

Age(yoars) 
Education (years) 
Experience (months) 

37.0 8.9 
10.1 1.8 
26.720.1 

20-59 
7-15 
6-65 

.320* 
-.214 
.636** 

** Significant at the .01 level 
4 Significant at the .05 level 



The data in Table II indicates that there is no significant correlation between
education and the criterion. The correlation between age and the criterion is 
significant at the .05 level, which may indicate that the older workers tend 
to be moro productive or it may indicate a bias on the part of supervisors in 
favor or the oldor workors. The corrolation between oxporioncc and the crite-
rion is significant at the .01 level. The company officials estimated that six 
weeks of training time was needed to reach normal production. All of the work-
ers in the sample had at least six months of experience. The personnel manager 
stated that because some tasks of tho work performed aro monotonous, workers 
aro transforred from ono task to another about every six months and that because 
of the largo variety of tasks, tho learning period may still bo oporativo from 
the sixth month to the twenty-fourth month. Thus, tho significant corrolation 
between experience and the criterion may reflect a true relationship between
job proficiency and the length of time on the various tasks. Since the crite-
rion consists of subjective ratings, it was not feasible to correct the crite-
rion statistically to nullify the influonco of oxperienco. The data in Table 
II indicato that the samplo is suitable for test development purposes with 
respect to ago, education and experience. 

III. Job Description

Job Title: Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.040 

Job summary: Fabricates heat-insulation blankets for aircraft jet engines by 
cutting, crimping, punching, and spot-welding sheet metal and other materials. 
Operates an Electric Cutting Machine to cut excess material from stainloss 
stool sheet metal blanket or jacket parts. Operates Hand Punch Pross to punch 
out pro-locatod holos for oyolots or hooks. Oporatos Grommet Machine to insert 
eyelets, ventilating eyelets, and/or hooks in pre-punched holes. Operates Spot-

machine to weld metal ventilating cover ovor ventilating eyelets and to 
inspect and patch holos in blanket or jacket parts. Assemblos blanket or jac-
ket parts, fiber glass and aluminum foil insulation units, and' tack welds them 
together. Seam wads large parts, or spot welds small parts around edgo of pro-
tacked woldod units. 

Work Performed: Performs one or more of the operations doscribed to fabricate 
heat-insulation blankets and jackets for Jet Aircraft Engines. 

Operates an Eloctric Cutting Machine to cut excess material from stainless 
stool shoot metal blanket or jacket parts: Starts machine, and guides part 
with both hands between two revolving circular cutting knives, co-ordinating 
movements with speed of machine. Cuts off excess material around pro-formed 
guide lines, leaving enough material to be trimmed and crimped during the 
finishing operation. 

Operates Hand Punch Press to punch out pro-located holes for eyelets or hooks: 
Places part in machine and alines hole mark under punch. Steadies part with 
one hand, and pulls lever with other to force punch through metal and cut hole. . 
Repeats procoss on all other holes to be punched. Trims off any material not 
cleanly cut free by punch press with Hand Cutters. 



Operates Grommet Machine to insert eyelets, ventilating eyelets, and/or hooks
in pre-lunched holes: Places bottom section of eyelet or hook in bed of ma-
chino, inserts blanket or jackot part over bed of machine until proper hole is 
alined under ram of machine. Inserts washer and top section of eyelet or hook 
over bottom section, depresses treadle to rivot both sections together, and to 
crimp thorn to the motal. Repoats process on all other holos. 

Operates Spot-Welding Machine to weld metal ventilating cover over ventilating 
eyelets: Places blanket or jacket part between welding rods of machine and 
positions metal covor over ventilating eyelet. Alines parts under welding rod, 
depressos treadle to bring electrodes togother with metal pieces to be joined 
bctmoon thom, thus instantly molding them together. Spot molds ventilating 
cover on three sidos, leaving bottom side open for ventilation. Ropcats process 
on all ventilating oyelots. 

Assembles blanket or jacket parts, fiber glass and aluminum foil insulation 
units, and tack welds them togother: Inserts bottom form of blanket or jacket 
in Dio Holdor, and fits form to die by hand and with rubber mallet, so that it 
conforms to die. Selects pro-cut fiber glass and foil insulation unit, accord-
ing to job specification, from supply tablo, and positions thorn into depression 
of part in die. Trims off excess insulation material with Hand Cutters. Places 
top form of blanket or jacket over the insulation material, alines it with bot-
tom form, poking the insulation into place with small flat hand tool, and brings 
the two edges together. Places motal weights around edge to hold both parts in 
position. Tack welds both blanket or jacket parts together with two hand Tack 
Welding Guns (positivo and negative). Positions negative electrode on spot to 
bo melded, and touches positive electrode to metal, adjacent to negative elec-
trode, exorcising care that touch is not too heavy, otherwise matorial will 
burn; or too light, which will cause electrodos to arc and burn holes in matorial. 
Repeats process, allowing enough time between tacks for machine to build current 
back up, until the two blanket or jacket parts are tack welded togothor around 
edge. Removes the metal weights as the welding progresses. 

Seam welds large parts, or spot welds small parts (about 50-50), around edge 
of pro-tacked welded units, following guide lines: 

1. Seam-Welding: Starts machine and guides part between two revolving 
circular welding disks, co-ordinating movements with spend of ma-
chine, and welds an air tight seam around edge of part, following 
pre-formed outline. 

2. Spot-Welding: Starts machine and positions part between welding 
rods of machine. Depresses treadle to bring electrodes togothor 
with the metal, thus instantly welding the parts together. Repeats 
process following outline of part, until an air tight seal is 
welded around outside edge. 

Inspects for size and prepares holes by performing one or the other of the 
following tasks: 



	1. Inspects with Master Die:  Places assembled part, on Master Die, and
with rubber mallet, pounds around edge of part so that it conforms
to die, and rejects those that do not meet specifications. Marks 
accented part for additional holes to bo puhched as indicated on Mas--
ter Die, with a wax pencil. Operates a Hand PunchPress to punch out
pre-marked holes.

2. Inspects with Master Pattern: Alines master metal pattern on part and 
attaches small "C" clamps to hold in place. Rejects those that do not 
conform to pattern. Drills out holes as indicated in pattcrn with 
small Hand Drill, romovos clamps, and ropeats process on next part. 

Operates Grommet Machine to insert eyelets or hooks in the pre-punched holos. 

Oporatos an Electric Cutting Machine to trim part of 1/4" of finished edgo. 

Cuts out slots or indentations as marked on part to tolerance of 1/16" with 
Hand Cutters, and snips slits in corners and whoro necessary along curve, so 
that material when folded back, will fold flat. 

Crimps edge with Hand Crimper Machine or by hand:

1. Machine Crimping: Insert: part between rollers, guidos part with ono 
hand and turns crank with other hand, to fold edgo back 1/4" and crimp 
edge of part flat. 

2. Hand Crimping: Folds edge back 1/4" and crimps edge flat with pliers. 

Seam welds large parts, or spot welds small parts with an air tight seam around 
crimpod odge of part to produce a finished unit. 

Inspects and patches holes in blanket or jacket parts, by operating a Spot-
Welding Machine: Visually inspects parts for small burnt holes caused dur-
ing the welding process. Patches holes by cutting out small patches from 
sheet stock of the same material part is made from with Hand Cutters, and 
spot welds a patch over each hole so that it is air tight. Repeats process 
on next part. 

IV. Exporimental Battery 

All of the tosts of the GATB, B-1002A, were administered to the samplo group. 

V. Criterion 

The criterion consisted of supervisory ratings in broad categories, prepared 
by the first lino supervisors.. The first lino supervisors placed 3 x 5 cards 
containing the names of workers under their supervision in one of throe cate-
gories, "above average," "avorago" or "below average." An attompt was made 
to force the sample into thirds, but because of a recent layoff in which 
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workers in the "below average" group had been discharged, there was no
agreement among the raters with respect to which remainingworkers to shift
from one category to another, The final grouping resulted in 20 workers 
being placed in the "above average" group, 22 workers in the "average group"
and 13 workers in the "below average" group. For computation purposes the 
qualitative ratings woro converted to quantitative scores of 60, 48 and 37 
for the above average, average and below average groups, respectively.

Rank order ratings were also obtained by having second line supervisors 
(the production foreman and the production superintendent) select the 
highest and lowost third with respect to job performance. (Tho remainder 
was the middle third.) Workers wore then ranked within each of the three 
groups and differences were resolved by discussion. For statistical 
analysis, tho rank order ratings were converted to linear scores. 

The product-moment correlation (corrected for one variable expressed in 
broad categories) between the first line supervisors' ratings and the second
lino supervisors' ratings was .86, indicating good agroomont between the two 
sots of ratings. However, the first lino supervisors' ratings woro used for 
validation purposes because it was believed that they were in a bettor posi-
tion to rate their workers on quantity and quality factors. 

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis 

Table III shows the moans, standard deviations, and Pearson product-momont 
correlations (corroctcd for broad catogorios) with tho criterion for the 
aptitudes of the GATB. The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes 
aro comparable to general working population norms with a moan of 100 and 
a standard doviation of 20. 

TABLE III 

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), and Poarson Product-Moment 
Correlations (Corrected for Broad Categories) with the Criterion (0r) 

	for the Aptitudes of the GATB 

Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.040 
N = 55 

	Aptitude M o cr 

G-Intelligence 91.6 15.6 -.102 
V-Verbal Aptitude 95.5 17.0 -.100 
N-Fumerical Aptitude 89.9 16.4 .123 
S-Spatial Aptitude 90.4 16.1 -.134 

.P-Form Perception 92.1 17.4 .112 
Q-Clerical Porccption. 98.5 13.7 .111 
K-Motoe.Coordination' 99.7 16.4 -.010 
	F-Finger Dexterity ' 101.5 19.3 .124 
	[M-Manual Doxterity "106.8 19.7 .168 

The statistical results woro interpreted in the light of the job analysis 
data. The job analysis indicated that the following aptitudes measured 
by the GATB appoar to bo important for this occupation: 



Form Perception (P) -required for colecting parts, cuttingproper
preparatory to crimping, welding finished edge and in de-

tecting and correcting flaws in the finished assembled part. 

Motor Coordination (K) and Finger Dexterity (F) - required in co-
ordinating hand and fingers movements with speed of the machine and
in usinG fingers to pick up and position small hooks, eyelets and 
washers in the assembly operation. 

Manual Dexterity (M) - required in positioning and guiding parts 
in machines, and in such tasks as bonding, pounding, and turning 
of parts. 

The highost mean scores in decreasing order of magnitude were obtained for 
Aptitudes M,	F, K and Q, rospoctively. Aptitudo Q exhibits the snallost 
standard deviation. None of the aptitudes show significant correlations 
with tho criterion. 

Aptitados P, K, F and M were considered for inclusion in tho test norms 
on the basis of the quantitative and qualitative factors citod above. All 
of those aptitudes appear to bo important in terms of tho job analysis 
data; in addition, Aptitudes K, F and M have the highest mean scores for 
this sample. Although Aptitudo Q had a relatively high mean score and 
exhibited the smallest standard deviation, it did not appoar to be impor-
tant on tho basis of tho job analysis date, and,therofore, was not given 
further consideration for inclusion in the test norms. 

Several sots of norms, consisting of various combinations of Aptitudes P, 
K, F and M with appropriate cutting scoros were selected for tryout. Tho 
relationship betwoon each of these sets of trial norms and the dichotomized 
criterion was determined by moans of the totrachoric corrolation technique. 
A comparison of the results showed that norms consisting of P-75, F-75 and 
M-85 had better selective efficiency than any othor set of norms tried. 
Tho cutting scores for Aptitudes P, F and LI aro each within 10 points of one 
standard deviation below the sample moan. 

VII. Concurront Validity of Norms 

For the purpose of computing the totrachoric correlation coefficient betwoon 
the tost norms and tho criterion and applying the Chi Square test, the crite-
rion was dichotomized by placing those workers who wore rated "above avorago" 
and "average" into the high criterion group and those workers who wore rated 
"below average"into the low criterion group. This placed 13 of the 55 workers, 
or 24 percent of thom, into the low criterion group. 

'Table IV shows the relationship between the test norms consisting of Aptitudes 
F and M with critical scores of 75, 75 and 85, rospectively,and the dichoto-

mized criterion. Workers in the high criterion group have boon designated as 
"good workors" and those in the low criterion group as "poor workers." 



TABLE IV 

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P, F and K
with Critical Scores of 75, 75 and 85, Respectively, and the 

tho Critorion for Insulation-Blanket Maker 7-03.0/10 

N = 55 

Non-Qualifying 
	Test Scores 

Qualifying 
	Test Scoros Total 

Good Workers 8 34 42 

Poor Workers 7 6 13 
Total 15 40 55 • 

rtot = .56 X2 = 4.433 
	°r = .25 
tot 

P/2 <. .025

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the 
test norms and the criterion for this sample. 

VIII. Conclusions 

On the basis of mean scores, correlations with tho criterion, job analysis 
data and their combined selective officioncy, Aptitudes P, F and M with 
minimum scores of 75, 75 and 85, respectivoly, are rocommonded as B-1002 
norms for tho occupation of Insulation-Blankot Maker 7-03.040. Tho equi-
valent B-1001 norms consist of P-75, F-80 and M-90. 

IX. Detormination of Occupational Aptitudo Pattern 

When the specific test norms for an occupation include three aptitudes, only
those occupational aptitude patterns which include the same three aptitudes
with cutting scores that are within 10 points of the cutting scores establishod 
for tho specific norms aro considered for that occupation. The only one of the 
existing 22 occupational aptitude patterns which meets these criteria for this 
study is OAP-16, which consists of P-75, F-80 and 1.1-80 for B-1002. The selec-
tive efficiency of OAP-16 for this sample was determined by moans of tho totra-
choric correlation technique. No significant relationship was obtained between 
OAP-16 and the criterion for this experimental sample. Therefore, nono of the 
existing 22 occupational aptitude patterns is recommondod for Insulation-Blanket
Maker 7-03.040. However, the data for this sample will be considered for future 
groupings of occupations in the development of new occupational aptitude patterns. 
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